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Sailing on the cold region
 
Iceboat is addicted only true enthusiasts of 
this sport. The whole idea - in the insulating 
garment suit , mad riding in the January cold 
in a lightweight iceboat  on a frozen lake - 
may seem rather strange to man in the street. 
However 3000 American iceboat sailors , 
concentrated mainly in south Wisconsin, in the 
area known as “Diamond”, don’t imagine a 
more pleasant pastime.

 It is interesting to hear a first-class sail-
or Bill Perrigo living near the lake  Pewaukee 
, the favorite center of iceboat sailors   - the 
areas between the lakes Pewaukee, Geneva, 
Monona, and  Winnebago.

 -Sometime it seems, that you sit in the 
burning flares, - Perrigo says, describing the 
breathtaking feeling that overcomes him when 
he is racing on his iceboat “Thunderjet” with 
speed, reaching up to 100 km / h. - You feel 
as stretched tackle, trembling boat ... But the 
speed is so high that it doesn’t almost  feel.

 Frank Trost, Perrigo’s neighbor, de-
scribes even poetical a ride on his “Tuscaro-
ra”:- Iceboat comes alive, he begins to talk to 
you.  Was I somehow on Lake Delavan. Gusts 
crosswind reached 80 km / h. I didn’t feel 
under itself, but the “Tuscarora” didn’t obey. 
It seemed to fly through the air; only the wind 
howled in the wires and whistled  -  people 
standing on the bank told us that the boat 
roared like a jet plane - and in my helmet was 
a rumble that I have not heard the creaking of 
the runners.

  After the arrival, from flying in 
all directions icicles Trost’s face was covered 
with hundreds of tiny cuts. But the little things 
it did not disturb. As many iceboat sailors, he 
doesn’t recognize the face masks. He argues 
that in order to determine the speed of a good 
sailor should feel the wind on his face and 
trap slightest changes, skillfully using them to 
speed up the movement. It is worth and cause 
injury to the blood!

 As for the results of the race, then such 
a “bloody” enthusiasm is fully justified for the 
riders such as Trost, Perrigo, Bill Mattison 
and Jim Payton, skipper restless “Mary B”. 
All four, like Buddy Melges with Lake Geneva 
(Wisconsin), often come out winners in major 
iceboat  competitions of whole country.

  To the lake was fit for racing, 
need frost-resistant, in which   formed a layer 
of ice that can withstand iceboat weighing a 
ton, like “Mary B”. But the cold shouldn’t be 
too strong. Hold competitions at temperatures 
below -12 degrees, too cold, and the race, 
according to the rules, are canceled. On the 
other hand, is unacceptable and thaw. The 
small hole in the ice is not afraid for iceboat 
or rider, rushing at a speed of 100 km / h, but 
there are also fraught with unpleasant “gelid” 
consequences.

  A slight warming, even a little 
rain, when tightened cracks in the ice, the 
snow washed away and smoothed the surface - 
ideal weather for iceboat sailors. A little above 
or below zero - that’s the best temperature 
for the races: thick solid ice does not melt, 
and covered with a thin wet cover, ensuring 
smooth sliding runners. On this ice and wind at 
25 km / h sailor at 50 meters from the start 
of developing on their eight-snowmobiles 50 
km / h. When the weak wind or slush sailor has 
to push boat long time while he can not, run-
ning it, jump on the seat.

  In favorable weather, iceboat, 
speeding, doing 105 km / h down the wind 
and about 65 km / hour – up the wind. Usu-
ally racing flight takes in the two ends, and if 
there is a side wind, the mean speed reaches 
130 km / h. Seven square meters of sails 
swell, iceboat rushes through the ice cover of 
the lake is three to four times faster than the 
wind.

  But even with the excellent ice 
racing can prevent a number of circumstances: 
no wind - race canceled; go snow - lost suf-
ficient visibility; formed hummocks at night - 
driving becomes impossible. Finally, under the 

most ideal conditions, you can drive into the 
sand or beer cans, left after by fisherman, who 
aren’t afraid of winter, that can damage run-
ners,  which lovingly polished and rubbed their 
owners, and decides the outcome of the com-
petition.
 Yes, this sport  a quite dangerous. How-
ever, for the “Diamond” inhabitants of these 
inveterate riders, a breathtaking ride on the 
mirror ice cover, pays for all the problems and 
dangers.

 - As if you challenged, - says Bill Mat-
tison. - You are alone. A few centimeters 
between you and ice. You are feeling excite-
ment. You fly. Yes, driving on iceboat - is 
something amazing!


